The Student satisfaction Survey was carried out in a novel way using the Google form. A questionnaire comprising of 15 questions/statements was designed in a Google form and the web link of the same was distributed among the students through class tutors and the responses were collected.

Out of the fifteen questions, 12 were objective type and the rest were open-ended questions. Questions one to five were about personal information viz. name, class, roll no. mobile no. and e-mail id. Question Nos. 6 to 12 were MCQs or statements with five responses. The last three questions were open ended ones, in which the students were able to give their suggestions.

A total of 80 responses were received within the time specified. The following paragraphs depict the nature of the responses with respect to the questions asked.

**Q.6. Are you satisfied with the infrastructure of the college?**
- 55% of the responses said ‘yes’, 16.2% marked ‘no’ and 28.7% gave a mid-way answer ‘may be’.

**Q.7. The academic activities of the college are held on time.**
- 50% agreed with the statement whereas 5% strongly agreed to it. The percentage of strong disagreement was 5. 13.8% disagreed to the survey question and 26.3% remained neutral on the statement.

**Q.8. Teachers use ICT for delivering the content**
- 38.7% agreed with the statement whereas 10 % strongly agreed to it. 41.3 % remained neutral on the statement. A total of 10% either disagreed or strongly disagreed to the statement.

**Q.9. The College supports co-curricular and extra-curricular activities to a great extent**
- 37.5% of the total respondents agreed to the statement. 18.8% strongly agreed with it. 27.5% remained neutral with the item in question. A total of 11.3% disagreed to the statement and 5% strongly disagreed with it.

**Q. 10. Sports facilities are well provided**
• 22.5% strongly agreed that sports facilities are well provided. An additional 45% agreed to it. 12.5% disagreed with the statement. Nobody expressed strong disagreement. 20% stayed neutral in their opinion.

Q. 11. Library facilities are enough to support the academic activities

• The general statement was put for making the choices. 38.7% strongly agreed to it. An additional 38.8% agreed to it. 8.8% stayed neutral in their opinion. The disagreement was confined to 6.3% while 7.5% strongly disagreed.

Q. 12. The campus is green and clean

• The strongly agreeing group constituted about 17.5% and 28.7% agreed with it. 13.8% said that they disagreed with the statement and 11.3% strongly disagreed to it. 28.7% remained neutral in the survey.


• As it was an open-ended question, a mixed response has been given by the students. Some have clearly pointed out the SWOC of the college, while others have responded to only some portion of the question.

Q. 14. Do you have any suggestions to modify the current syllabus? If yes, kindly provide that in terms of the name of programme, course title, and changes required, in brief.

• This question has also invited responses of various types. Though it is not possible to summarize, two responses are given herewith to put on record the spirit of the students towards this question:

1. B.com: The syllabus of b.com include bulk of business regulations and laws, etc... .But all of these are explained in traditional forms and examples. Our business field are changing in nature so, we need to includes all these changes in our syllabus, it adapt students to think diversified and creative about the new opportunities of upcoming days.

2. Malayalam text ought to include more stories maybe excerpts than essays that are not entirely relevant . We prefer learning pros and poems than essays .
Addition of letters from mothers of nenjuparamb is very a relevant issue. Try to include more enviromental based issues. Instead of theories in physics why donot we try machines used for geological excursions and their working. Verbrael palaeontology could be added. Try to add more Indian stories on gender based caste based discriminations like sudhamurthy’s stories on the way to heaven.

**Q.15. Any other suggestions**

- A total of responses are obtained to this question. Some have expressed their ideas on improving the campus cleanliness, greenery, strengthening library resources and the like. Some have strongly criticized the routine functioning of the college and have called for a thorough change in areas like canteen, hostel and the like.